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When his closest ally, Hawk, is beaten and left for dead while protecting a bookie, Spenser

embarks on an epic journey to rehabilitate his best pal, body and soul. But that means

infiltrating a ruthless mob—and redefining his friendship with Hawk in the name of

vengeance...“Cold Service moves with the speed of light.”—Orlando Sentinel



“ONE OF THE GREAT SERIES IN THE HISTORY OF THE AMERICAN DETECTIVE

STORY.”—The New York TimesCOLD SERVICE“Meticulously orchestrated…precision-

polished like a fine tool.”—The New York Times“When he’s on his game—and he’s on it here—

Parker is capable of packing a Hemingway punch into a few brief words and the occasional

grunt.”—Booklist (starred review)“A complicated plot, numerous tough guys and plenty of

tension…sincere, visceral entertainment that will more than satisfy the author’s fans.”—

Publishers Weekly“Parker is a master at witty, self-deprecating dialogue, and there is plenty of

it in Cold Service.”—Orlando Sentinel“Parker in his new Spenser thriller-mystery has got his

act down so well that his books seem to be written in an elegant, abrupt, sardonic shorthand.”—

The Providence JournalMORE PRAISE FOR THIS “ADDICTIVE SERIES…”—Entertainment

WeeklyBAD BUSINESSA suspicious wife and a cheating husband pose a few dangerous

surprises for Spenser…“A kinky whodunit…snappy…sexy.”—Entertainment WeeklyBACK

STORYSpenser teams with Jesse Stone to solve a murder three decades old—one that’s still

cold as death. “Good and scary. This [is] superior Parker.”—The Boston Globe“GOD’S GIFT TO

THE BOSTON CRIME SCENE.”—Kirkus ReviewsWIDOW’S WALKSpenser must defend an

accused murderess who’s so young, cold, rich, and beautiful she simply has to be guilty.

“Delicious fun. Bottom line: A merry Widow.”—PeoplePOTSHOTSpenser is enlisted to clean up

a small Arizona town. “Outrageously entertaining…a hero who can still stand up for himself—

and us.”—The New York Times Book ReviewHUGGER MUGGERSpenser hoofs it down south

when someone makes death threats against a Thoroughbred. “Brisk…crackling…finishes

strong, just like a Thoroughbred.”—Entertainment WeeklyHUSH MONEYSpenser helps a

stalking victim—only to find himself the one being stalked…“Spenser can still punch, sleuth,

and wisecrack with the best of them.”—Publishers WeeklySUDDEN MISCHIEFA charity fund-

raiser accused of sexual harassment by four women is wanted for a bigger offense:

murder…“Smooth as silk.”—Orlando SentinelSMALL VICESSpenser must solve the murder of

a wealthy college student—before the wrong man pays the price…“His finest in years…one

can’t-put-it-down story.”—San Francisco ChronicleCHANCESpenser heads to Vegas to find the

missing husband of a mob princess—but he’s not the only one looking…“As brisk and clever

as always.”—Los Angeles Times Book Review“SPENSER IS STILL TOP DOG.”—PeopleTHIN

AIRSpenser thought he could help a friend find his missing wife. Until he learned the nasty

truth about Lisa St. Claire…“Full of action, suspense, and thrills.”—PlayboyWALKING

SHADOWAn actor’s murder sends Spenser and Hawk behind the scenes of a shabby

waterfront town…“Fast-moving and witty…one of his best.”—The Denver PostPAPER

DOLLThe murder of a wife and mother yields a shocking surprise…“It takes Robert B. Parker

exactly two sentences to get the tension crackling.”—The New York TimesDOUBLE

DEUCESpenser and Hawk wage war on a street gang…“Mr. Spenser is at his best…tense…

suspenseful…darkly poetic.”—The New York TimesPASTIMEA boy’s search for his mother

forces Spenser to face his own past…“Emotionally tense…gripping…vintage hard-core

Spenser.”—Kirkus ReviewsSTARDUSTSpenser tries to protect a TV star from a would-be

assassin…“Classic Spenser…brilliant.”—The New York Times Book

ReviewPLAYMATESSpenser scores against corruption in the world of college basketball…“A

whole lotta fun…Kick back and enjoy.”—New York Daily NewsTHE SPENSER
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SERVED COLD.1IT STARTED WITHOUT me.“Bookie named Luther Gillespie hired me,” Hawk

said. “Ukrainian mob was trying to take over his book.”“Ukrainian mob?” I said.“Things tough in

the old country,” Hawk said. “They come here yearning to breathe free.”“Luther declined?”“He

did. They gave him twenty-four hours to reconsider. So he hired me to keep him alive.”A

dignified gray-haired nurse in a sort of dressy flowered smock over her nurse suit came into the



hospital room and checked one of the monitors tethered to Hawk. Then she nodded, tapped an

IV line, and nodded again and smiled at Hawk.“Is there anything you need?” she said.“Almost

everything,” Hawk said. “But not right now.”The nurse nodded and went out. Through the

window I could see the sun in the west reflecting off the mirrored surface of the Hancock

Tower.“I’m guessing that didn’t go so well,” I said.“We’re on the way to his house, on Seaver

Street, somebody from a window across the street shoots me three times in the back with a big

rifle. Good shooter, grouped all three shots between my shoulder blades. Missed the spine,

missed the heart, plowed up pretty much of the rest.”“The heart I’m not surprised,” I said,

“being as how it’s so teeny.”“Don’t go all mushy on me,” Hawk said. “I wake up, here I am in a

big private room and you be sitting in the chair reading a book by Thomas

Friedman.”“Longitudes and Attitudes,” I said.“Swell,” Hawk said. “How come I got this room?”“I

know a guy,” I said.“When I go down, they go on after Luther and kill him and his wife and two

of his three kids. The youngest one was in day care.”“Object lesson,” I said. “For the next guy

they push.”Hawk nodded again.“Where’s the youngest kid?”“With his grandmother,” Hawk said.

“They tell me I ain’t going to die.”“That’s what I heard,” I said.There were hard things being

discussed, and not all of them aloud.“I want to know who they are and where they are,” Hawk

said.I nodded.“And I want to know they did it,” Hawk said. “Not think it, know it.”“When are you

getting out?” I said.“Maybe next week.”“Too soon,” I said. “You won’t be ready even if we know

who and where.”“Sooner or later,” Hawk said, “I’ll be ready.”“Yeah,” I said. “You will.”“And I’ll

know it when I am.”“And when you are,” I said, “we’ll go.”We were on the twenty-second floor in

Phillips House at Mass General. All you could see from where we were was the Hancock

Tower gleaming in the setting sun. Hawk looked at it for a while. There was no expression on

his face. Nothing in his eyes.“Yeah,” he said. His voice was uninflected. “We will.”2I STOPPED

BY pretty much every day to visit Hawk. One day when I arrived, I saw Junior and Ty Bop

lingering in the hallway outside his room. Both were black. Junior took up most of the corridor.

Fortunately, Ty Bop weighed maybe one hundred thirty pounds, so there was room to get by. I

smiled at them cordially. Junior nodded. Ty Bop paid me no attention. He had eyes like a coral

snake. Neither meanness nor interest nor affection nor recognition showed in them. Nor

humanity. Even standing still, he seemed jittery and bouncy. Nobody on the floor or at the

nursing station ventured near either of them.“Tony inside?” I said to Junior.He nodded and I

went in. Tony Marcus was standing by the bed, talking to Hawk. Tony’s suit must have cost

more than my car. And he was good-looking, in a soft sort of way. But that was illusory. There

was nothing soft about Tony. He pretty much ran all the black crime in eastern Massachusetts,

and soft people didn’t do that. Tony looked up when I came in.“Well, hell, Hawk,” Tony said. “No

wonder people shooting your ass. You got him for a friend.”I said, “Hello, Tony.”He said,

“Spenser.”“Tony and me been talking ’bout the Ukrainian threat,” Hawk said.“They come to this

country,” Tony said, “and they look to get a foothold and they see that nobody in America much

care what happen to black folks, so they move on us.”“Got any names?” I said.“Not yet,” Tony

said. “But I’m planning to defend my people.”“Tony bein’ Al Sharpton today,” Hawk said.“Don’t

you have no racial pride, Hawk?” Tony said.Hawk looked at Tony without speaking. He had

three gunshot wounds and still could barely stand, but the force of his look made Tony Marcus

flinch.“I’m sorry, man,” Tony said. “I take that back.”Hawk said, “Yeah.”“I tellin’ Hawk he ought to

let me put a couple people in here, protect him. Until he’s on his feet again.”“Nobody got any

reason to follow up,” Hawk said. “They done what they set out to do.”“I think that’s right,” I

said.Tony shrugged.“’Sides,” Hawk said. “Vinnie’s been in and out. Susan’s been here. Lee

Farrell. Quirk and Belson, for chrissake. There’s been a steady parade of good-looking women

worrying where I’d been hit. Plus, I got a phone call from that Chicano shooter in L.A.”“Chollo?”



I said.“Yeah. He say I need a hand he’ll come east.”“See that,” I said. “I told you that warm and

sunny charm would pay off in friendship and popularity.”“Must be,” Hawk said.“Well,” Tony

Marcus said, “I got a vast criminal enterprise to oversee. I’ll be off. You need something, Hawk,

you give me a shout.”Hawk nodded.“Say so long to Ty Bop for me,” I said.“He try to bite you

when you came in?” Tony said.“No.”“See that,” Tony said. “He like you.”After Tony left, I sat with

Hawk for about an hour. We talked a little. But a lot of the time we were quiet. Neither of us had

any problem with quiet. I looked at the Hancock Tower; Hawk lay back with his eyes closed. I

had known Hawk all my adult life, and this was the first time, even in repose, that he didn’t look

dangerous. As I looked at him now, he just looked still. When it was time to go, I stood.“Hawk,” I

said softly.He didn’t open his eyes.“Yeah?” he said.“Got to go.”“Do me a favor,” he said with his

eyes closed.“Yeah.”“Have a drink for me,” he said.“Maybe two,” I said.Hawk nodded slightly

without opening his eyes.I put my hand on his shoulder for a moment, took it away, and left.3I

WAS IN my office having a cup of coffee and looking up Ukraine on the Internet. Like most of

the things I looked up on the Internet, there was less there than met the eye. But I did learn

that Ukraine was a former republic of the Soviet Union, now independent. And that kartoplia

was Ukrainian for potato. I knew if I kept at it I could find a Ukrainian porn site. But I was spared

by the arrival of Martin Quirk in my office, carrying a paper bag.“Did you know that kartoplia

means potato in Ukrainian?” I said.“I didn’t,” Quirk said. “And I don’t want to.”I pointed at my Mr.

Coffee on top of the file cabinet.“Fresh made yesterday,” I said. “Help yourself.”Quirk poured

some coffee.“You got donuts in the bag?” I said.“Oatmeal-maple scones,” Quirk

said.“Scones?”“Yep.”“No donuts?”“I’m a captain,” Quirk said. “Now and then I like to

upgrade.”“How do you upgrade from donuts?” I said.Quirk put the bag on the desk between us.

I shrugged and took a scone.“Got to keep my strength up,” I said.Quirk put his feet up on the

edge of my desk and munched on his scone and drank some coffee.“Two days ago,” Quirk

said, “couple of vice cops are working a tavern in Roxbury, having reason to believe it was a

distribution point for dope and/or whores.”The oatmeal-maple scone wasn’t bad, for a non-

donut. Outside my window, what I could see of the Back Bay had an authentic gray November

look with a strong suggestion of rain not yet fallen.“So the vice guys are sipping a beer,” Quirk

said. “And keeping an eye out, and two white guys come in and head for the back room.

There’s something hinky about these guys, aside from being the only white men in the room,

and one of the vice guys gets up and goes to the men’s room, which is right next to the back

room.”Quirk was not here for a chat. He had something to tell me and he’d get to it. I ate some

more scone. The oatmeal part was probably very healthy.“The guy in the men’s room hears

some sounds that don’t sound good, and he comes out and yells to his partner, and in they go

to the back room with their badges showing and guns out,” Quirk said. “The tavern owner’s had

his throat cut. The two white guys are heading out. One of them makes it, but the vice guys get

hold of the other one and keep him.”“Tavern owner?” I said.“Dead before they got there; his

head was almost off.”“And the guy you nabbed?”“Cold,” Quirk said. “The dumb fuck is still

carrying the knife, covered with the vic’s blood, on his belt. Big, like a bowie knife, expensive, I

guess he didn’t want to leave it. And the vic’s blood is all over his shirt. ME says they tend to

gush when they get cut like that. So we bring him in and we sweat him. He speaks English

pretty good. His lawyer’s there, and a couple of Suffolk AD’s are in with us, and after a while he

sees the difficulty of his position. He says if we can make a deal he can give us his partner, and

if the deal’s good enough he can give us the people shot that family over by Seaver Street.”I

was suddenly aware of my breath going in and out.“Do tell,” I said.“I was in there at the time

and I said ‘family named Gillespie?’ He said he didn’t know their names but it was over by

Seaver Street and it was the end of October. Which is right, of course. And I said, ‘How about



the rifle man that shot the bodyguard.’ And he said, ‘No sweat.’”“He Ukrainian?” I said.“Says

so.”“What’s his name?”“Bohdan something or other,” Quirk said. “I got it written down, but I

can’t pronounce it anyway.”“Did he give you the others?”“Yes. His lawyer fought him all the way.

But Bohdan isn’t going down for this alone, and he does it even though his lawyer’s trying to

stop him.”“Think the lawyer was looking out for him?” I said.“Not him,” Quirk said.“Bohdan’s a

mob guy,” I said.“Seems like,” Quirk said.“And his lawyer’s probably a mob lawyer.”“Seems like,”

Quirk said.“And you got the others?”Quirk smiled.“Five in all,” he said.“Including

Bohdan?”“Including him,” Quirk said.“They all Ukrainian?” I said.“I guess so. Except for

Bohdan, they all swear they don’t understand English, and Ukrainian translators are hard to

come by. We had to get some professor from Harvard to read them their rights.”“Maybe you

should keep him on,” I said.“Too busy,” Quirk said. “He’s finishing a book on…” Quirk took out a

small notebook, opened it, and read from it. “…the evolution of Cyrillic language folk

narratives.”I nodded.“That’s busy,” I said. “Can I have another scone?”Quirk pushed the bag

toward me.“You think it’ll make Hawk happy?”“Not sure,” I said.“You think he’d rather have done

it himself?”“Not sure of that either,” I said. “Hawk is sometimes difficult to predict.”“No shit,”

Quirk said.4IN THE AFTERNOON on Thursday, late enough to be dark, with the rain coming

hard, I walked down Boylston Street to have a drink with Cecile in the bar at the Four Seasons.

We sat by the window looking out at Boylston Street with the Public Gardens on the other side.

Cecile was wearing a red wool suit with a short skirt and looked nearly as good as Susan

would have in the same outfit. A lot of people looked at us.“Hawk asked me to talk with you,” I

said.She nodded.“You know his situation?”She nodded again. The waiter came for our order.

Cecile had a cosmopolitan. I asked for Johnnie Walker Blue and soda.“Tall glass,” I said. “Lot of

ice.”The waiter was thrilled to get our order and delighted to comply. There was considerable

traffic on Boylston, backing up at the Charles Street light. There were fewer pedestrians. But

enough to be interesting, collars up, hats pulled down, shoulders hunched, umbrellas

deployed.“I know his surgeon,” Cecile said. “We were at Harvard Med together.”“And he’s filled

you in?”“Well,” Cecile said with a faint smile. “He respects patient confidentiality, of course…but

I am reasonably abreast of things.”“Hawk wants me to explain to you,” I said.“Explain what?”

she said.“Him,” I said.“Hawk wants you to explain him to me?”“Yes.”Cecile sat back with her

hands resting on the table and stared at me. The waiter came with the drinks and set them

down happily, and went away. Cecile took a sip of her drink and put it back down and

smiled.“Well,” she said, “I guess I’m flattered that he cares enough to ask you…I think.”“That

would be the right reaction,” I said.“I could have considered it possible that I knew him well, and

perhaps even in ways that you don’t,” Cecile said. “For God’s sake, you’re white.”“That would be

another possible reaction,” I said.Cecile drank some more cosmopolitan. I had some

scotch.“How long have you known Hawk?” she said.“All my adult life.”“How old were you when

you met him?”“Seventeen.”“Good God,” Cecile said. “It’s hard to imagine either of you being

anything but what you are right now.”“Hawk wants you to understand why he doesn’t want you

to visit.”“He doesn’t need to explain,” Cecile said.“He doesn’t want you to see him when he

isn’t…when he is, ah, anything but what he has always been.”Cecile nodded. She was looking

at her drink, turning the stem of the glass slowly in her fingers.“I am a thoracic surgeon,” she

said. “I am a black, female thoracic surgeon. Do you have any guess how many of us there

are?”“You’re the only black female surgeon I know,” I said.“Surgery is still mostly for the boys. If

you’re a woman and want to be a surgeon, you need to be tough. If you are a black woman and

want to do surgery…”She drank a little more.“I do not,” she said, “need a man to protect me. I

don’t need one who can’t be hurt.”“No,” I said. “I think Hawk knows that.”She raised her

eyebrows.“But he needs to be that,” I said. “Not for you. For him.”“That’s childish,” Cecile



said.“He knows that,” I said.“He could change,” Cecile said.“He doesn’t want to. That’s the

center of him. He is what he wants to be. It’s how he’s handled the world.”“The world being a

euphemism for racism?”“For racism, for cruelty, for loneliness, for despair…for the world.”“Does

that mean he can’t love?”“I don’t know. He doesn’t seem to hate.”“It’s a high price,” she said.“It

is,” I said.“I’m black.”“That doesn’t make you just like Hawk,” I said.“I don’t have to pay that kind

of price.”“You’re not just like Hawk.”“Neither are you,” she said.“No,” I said, “neither am I.”“So

what are you saying?”“I’m saying he can’t see you until he’s Hawk again. His Hawk. And he

cares enough about you to want me to explain it.”“I’m not sure you have,” Cecile said.“No. I’m

not sure I have, either,” I said.“Have you ever been hurt like this?” Cecile said.“Yes.”“Did you

want to be alone?”“Susan and Hawk were with me. But the circumstance was different.”The

waiter drifted solicitously by. I nodded. He paused. I ordered two more drinks. Cecile looked out

the window for a while.“You love her,” Cecile said.“I do.”“Is there a circumstance in which you

would not want her with you?”“No.”Cecile smiled again.“How about if you’re cheating on her?”

she said.“I wouldn’t do that,” I said.“Have you ever?”“Yes.”“But you won’t again.”“No.”“She ever

cheat on you?”“She has.”“But she won’t again.”“No.”Cecile smiled without any real humor.“Isn’t

that what they all say?”“It is,” I said.I sipped some scotch. Rain ran down the window, the

streets gleamed. The scotch was excellent.“You’re not going to argue with me?”“About what

they all say?”“Yes.”“No,” I said.Cecile studied me for a time.“You’re more like him than I thought,”

she said.“Hawk?”She nodded.“I have never heard him defend himself or explain himself,” she

said. “He’s just fucking in there, inside himself, entirely fucking sufficient.”There was nothing

much to say to that. Cecile drank the rest of her cosmopolitan.“And except for being white, I

think you are just goddamned fucking like him,” she said.“No,” I said. “I’m not.”She was studying

my face like it was the Rosetta stone.“Susan,” she said. “You need Susan.”“I do.”“Well, he

doesn’t need me.”“I don’t know if he does or not,” I said. “But not wanting to see you now

doesn’t prove it either way.”“If he doesn’t need me now, when will he?”“Maybe need is not

requisite to love.”“It seems to be for you,” she said.“Maybe that would be my weakness,” I

said.“Maybe it’s not a weakness,” she said.“Maybe an infinite number of angels,” I said, “can

balance on the point of a needle.”She nodded. The waiter brought her another drink.“We are

getting a little abstract,” she said.“I don’t know if he loves you,” I said. “And I don’t know if you

love him. And I don’t know if you’ll stroll into the sunset together, or should or want to. But as

long as you know Hawk, he will be what he is. He’s what he is now, except hurt.”“And being

hurt is not part of what he is?” she said.I grinned.“It is, at least, an aberration,” I said.“So if I’m

to be with him, I have to take him for what he is?”“Yes.”“He won’t change.”“No.”“And just what is

he?” Cecile said.I grinned again.“Hawk,” I said.Cecile took a sip of her drink and closed her

eyes and tilted her head back and swallowed slowly. She sat for a moment like that, with her

eyes closed and her head back. Then she sat up and opened her eyes.“I give up,” she said.She

raised her glass toward me. I touched the rim of her glass with the rim of mine. It made a

satisfying clink. We both smiled.“Thank you,” she said.“I’m not sure I helped.”“Maybe you did,”

she said.5HAWK AND I went to a meeting with an assistant prosecutor in the Suffolk County

DA’s office in back of Bowdoin Square. It wasn’t much of a walk from the hydrant where I

parked on One Bullfinch Place, but Hawk had to stop halfway and catch his breath.“Be glad

when my blood count get back up there.”“Me too,” I said. “I’m sick of waiting for you all the

time.”He looked bad. He’d lost some weight, and since he didn’t have any to lose, his muscle

mass was depleted. He still seemed to walk slightly bent forward, as if to protect the places

where the bullets had roamed. And he looked smaller.The meeting room was on the second

floor—in front, with three windows, so you could look at the back of the old Bowdoin Square

telephone building. Quirk was already there, at the table, with a Suffolk County ADA, a fiftyish



woman named Margie Collins, whom I had met once before.“Hawk,” Quirk said. “You look

worse than I do.”“Yeah, but I is going to improve,” Hawk said.Quirk smiled and introduced

Margie, who didn’t seem to remember that she’d met me once before. Since Margie was still

quite good-looking, in a full-bodied, still-in-shape, blond-haired kind of way, her forgetfulness

was mildly distressing.“Our eyewitness shit the bed,” Margie said when we sat down.“Stood up

in court and said he had been coerced by the police,” Quirk said. “Didn’t know the defendants.

Didn’t know anything about any crimes they’d committed. He was our case. Judge directed an

acquittal.”Hawk was quiet. For all you could tell, he hadn’t heard what was said.“How’d they get

to him?” I said.“We had him in the Queen’s Inn,” Quirk said. “In Brighton. Two detectives with

him all the time. Nobody in. Nobody out.”“Except his lawyers,” Margie said.“Bingo,” I said.“Yeah.

Can’t prove it. But when we flipped him in the first place, his lawyer was fighting us all the

way.”“Did I hear you say lawyers?” I said.“Yes,” Margie said. “The second one was in fact an

attorney. We checked. But I’m sure he was the one carried the message.”“What does

whatsisname get for bailing on his deal.”“Bohdan,” Quirk said.“He does life,” Margie said.“Which

is apparently a better prospect than the one they offered him,” I said.“Apparently,” Margie

said.She looked at Hawk.“I’m sorry,” she said. “We can’t shake him.”Hawk smiled gently.“Don’t

matter,” he said.“At least the man who shot you will do his time.”“Maybe,” Hawk said.“I promise

you,” Margie said.“He ain’t going to do much time,” Hawk said.Quirk was looking out the

window, studying the back of the building as if it was interesting.“They gonna kill him in prison,”

Hawk said. “If he gets there. He rolled on them once. They won’t take the chance.”Margie

looked at Quirk. Quirk nodded.“Be my guess,” Quirk said.Margie looked at me.“And what is

your role in all of this?” she said.“Comic relief.”“Besides that.”“My friend dodders,” I said. “I have

to hold his arm.”“Don’t I know you from someplace?” Margie said.“I swept you off your feet

about fifteen years ago, insurance fraud case, with a shooting?”“Ah,” Margie said. “That’s when.

You remember that as sweeping me off my feet?”“I like to be positive,” I said.Margie nodded

slowly. Then she looked at Hawk.“I’ve heard about you,” she said. “You may want to deal with

this problem on your own.”Hawk smiled.“And I can’t say that I’d blame you,” she said. “But if you

do, and we catch you, I will be sympathetic, and I will do everything I can to put you

away.”“Everybody do,” Hawk said.“Meanwhile, we’ll stay on this thing,” Margie said. “It’s a

horrific crime. But honestly, I’m not optimistic. What we had was the witness.”“And now you

don’t,” Hawk said.“And now we don’t,” Margie said.“And they been acquitted.”“Yes.”“And double

jeopardy apply.”“Yes.”Hawk stood slowly. I stood with him.“When they kill him,” Hawk said.

“Maybe you can get them for that.”“We’ll try to prevent that,” Margie said.“No chance,” Hawk

said.He turned slowly toward the door, one hand holding the back of his chair.“We’ll catch them

sooner or later for something,” Margie said. “These are habitual criminals. They aren’t likely to

change.”“Thanks for your time,” Hawk said.“I’ll have coffee with you,” Quirk said. “Margie, we’ll

talk.”She nodded, and the three of us went out. Slowly.6WE WALKED SLOWLY to a coffee

shop on Cambridge Street. If Quirk noticed that Hawk was shuffling more than he was walking,

he didn’t comment.All he said was, “You back in the gym yet?”“Nope,” Hawk said. “But Ah has

started to brush my own teeth.”“Step at a time,” Quirk said.We got coffee. Quirk took a thick

manila envelope out of his briefcase and put it on the table.“If I go before you do and forget

this, and leave it lying here on the table, I want you to return it to me immediately. I only got two

other copies. And under no circumstances do I want you to open the envelope and read its

contents.”“Where my man, Bohdan?” Hawk said.“In jail awaiting trial,” Quirk said.“Suffolk

County?” Hawk said.“Yep.”“Think he’ll last till his trial?” Hawk said.“He thinks so,” Quirk said.

“He thinks everything’s hunky-dory with the other Ukrainians.”“You keeping him separate?” I

said.“Yep.”Hawk made a soft, derisive sound.“Never going to make trial,” Hawk said.Quirk



shrugged.“And ain’t that a shame,” Quirk said.“What have you got on the rest of them?” I

said.“The details are, of course, confidential police business, which is why I have them sealed

up safe in this envelope. We been talking to the organized-crime guys, the FBI, immigration.

We know it’s a Ukrainian mob. Which means we are dealing with some very bad people. Even

the Russians are afraid of the Ukrainians.”“They straight from the old country?” I said.Quirk

shook his head.“We think from Brooklyn. They’ve set up around here in Marshport, up on the

North Shore, which has got a small Ukrainian population.”I nodded.“They come in, start small.

Take over a book here and horse parlor there. Usually small-time black crime. The assumption

being that the blacks have the least power.”Quirk grinned at Hawk.“Which, from the looks of

you, may be correct at the moment.”“Enjoy it while you can, honkie.”“Hey,” Quirk said. “I’m a

police captain.”“That’s right, you is,” Hawk said. “Enjoy it while you can, Captain

Honkie.”“Anyway, pretty soon they have all the black crime, and are moving on the Asians. And

so it goes. Sometimes they end up with the city. They probably got Marshport. Boston is their

first big-city try since Brooklyn.”“They don’t run Brooklyn,” I said.“Nobody does,” Quirk said. “But

they got a part.”“This wouldn’t have happened,” I said, “if the Dodgers hadn’t left.”Both of them

looked at me silently for a while. Then Quirk shook his head.“Gotta go to work,” he said.He

stood up.“We’re going to chase these guys until we catch them for something,” he said. “But if

someone gets there first…”Quirk shrugged.“Well, what’s a poor cop to do?” he said, and

turned and went out the front door of the coffee shop. When he was gone I picked up the

manila envelope.“Hey,” I said softly, “you forgot your envelope.”7OUTSIDE THE WINDOWS of

my apartment, it was getting dark. Hawk was asleep on the bed in my bedroom. The trip to

Bullfinch Place had used up all his strength. Hawk slept a lot. I used the couch. The couch was

fine. I sat at my kitchen counter with the overhead lights on and the contents of Quirk’s big

envelope spread out in front of me.There were mug shots and arrest records of five

men:Bohdan DziubakevychFadeyushka BadyrkaVanko Tsyklins’kyjLyaksandro

ProhorovychDanylko LevkovychAll five originally came from Odessa. All five had legitimate

immigration credentials. None was wanted by Ukrainian police. They were foot soldiers. There

had been various arrests for assault, extortion, and racketeering in Ukraine, Poland, Russia,

Romania, New York, New Britain, and Boston. No one appeared to have done serious jail time.

Witnesses were probably hard to come by. The men were all between thirty-five and forty-five;

they had hard, middle-European faces. Their eyes had seen awful things. I looked at the names

some more and decided not to memorize them. I wasn’t sure I could forget the faces.At about

twenty to six, Susan unlocked my door and came in with two large shopping bags. She was in

her understated work mode—gray suit, black sweater, clear nail polish, quiet makeup.“It’s hard

to shrink people,” she once explained to me, “if they’re fascinated by your eyeliner.”She was

beautiful and quiet when she came from work. Sometimes she wasn’t coming from work. Then

she looked beautiful and flamboyant. She put the bags on the floor and came and kissed

me.“How is he?” she said.“He’s asleep,” I said.“Hard to imagine him tired,” she said.She looked

at the pictures spread out on the counter.“Who are those awful men?” she said.“Ukrainian

mob,” I said. “The ones Hawk will be looking for when he’s not tired.”“Ick,” Susan said. “Can you

help me with the bags?”I put the photos and paperwork back in the envelope and put the

envelope away. I picked up the two shopping bags and put them on the counter.“Could I have a

glass of orange vodka?” Susan said.“Straight up,” I said. “No ice.”“With a slice of orange,” she

said.“You eat and drink like no one else I know.”“I like warm orange vodka,” she said.“My point

exactly,” I said.I got her drink while she unpacked the bags. Bread, cheese, cold chicken, fruit,

and two bottles of Riesling. I gave her the warm vodka, and she sipped it as she arranged the

food on a couple of good platters that she had insisted I buy.“Can he eat and drink?” Susan



said.“He’s permitted to,” I said. “But he doesn’t have much interest in it yet.”She nodded. I made

myself a scotch and soda in a tall glass with a lot of ice. We sat at my counter and had our

drinks together.“You’re on the couch?” Susan said.“Yes.”“Do I remember correctly?” Susan

said. “Were we on that couch the first time we ever made love.”“I think so,” I said. “At least that’s

where we started. I remember you burst into applause afterwards.”“Are you sure?” she

said.“You said I should get an award for sustained excellence.”“I’m pretty sure I didn’t say that,”

Susan said.“What did you say then?”“I think I said, ‘Never touch me again, you lout.’”“Maybe,” I

said. “But you didn’t mean it.”Hawk came out of my bedroom, barefoot, wearing jeans and a T-

shirt. His face was still damp from washing.“Did we wake you?” Susan said.“I sleep about

twenty hours a day,” Hawk said. “Anything wakes me up is good.”“Can you eat

anything?”“Maybe sip a drink,” Hawk said. “What you drinking?”“Orange vodka,” Susan said.

“Up with a slice.”“Up?”“Yes.”“Warm orange vodka?”“Yes.”“Jesus, girl,” Hawk said.He looked at

my drink.“Gimme one of those,” he said.I made him one and he eased onto a stool at the

counter.“Would you be more comfortable on the couch?” Susan said.“Too hard to get up.”“We

could help you,” Susan said.Hawk looked at her balefully.

Cold Service Rafael Nadal

Promised Land (The Spenser Series Book 4)

Robert R. Werner, “HAWK GOES DOWN!!!. But not to worry. You don't think three bullets in the

back are gonna kill him? Heck no! This is a tricky one. Spenser is there to help. Hawk doesn't

accept any assistance gladly. He won't see his gf until he is 100%. Then he's ready for

vengeance. He looks to Spenser to get to the Ukrainian mob that's determined to take over

Tony Marcus' operation. He may be working with Boots Podolak, the mayor of Marshtown, the

official thug in charge. But who knows?And what does Tony's (alleged) daughter have to do

with anything? Quirk is there, naturally, and Healey, but wait: the Gray Man turns up! And Ives,

the government spook. Cold Service keeps those pages turnin' turnin' turnin', just like Proud

Mary.Vintage Spenser. Parker readers will love it. New readers will love it. Pick it up today!”

Joe H., “Not one of the better Spenser stories.... ...but better than almost anything else. After

40 some years, the words still fly off the page whenever I read a Spenser novel. I don't even

have to read--the words just make their way into my head.One reviewer complained about

Parker marching all of the secondary Spenser characters through this book--there were a few

he left out, but how many authors give you so many new characters that are worth repeating?

Parker has created his own Universe, in which Spenser and company change (he is drinking

Walker Blue Label in this one!) but never age. This year's Spenser is as virile and indestructible

as the one in Catskill Eagle.The plot in this one is a repeat of one he has used before--Hawk

and Spenser set out to avenge someone, encounter many bad people, and shoot them to

make the world a better place. Along the way, Spenser cooks, eats and drinks in great

detail.This book involves Susan rather extensively, and is, perhaps a bit chattier than some we

have read in the past, but it deserves to be read. It is mostly a side trip in the Spenser journey,

adding little we haven't seen before to the ongoing saga, but it is worth a read.”
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Greggorio!, “THEY DO IT WITH MIRRORS...... For a story that starts out with such a basic,

simple premise, it ends up as quite a complex tale. Hawk is gunned down and left for dead by

some thugs from the Ukraine after he is hired to protect a neighbourhood bookie. Naturally

the two life long friends can't fight fate and decide literally at the end of chapter one that

vengeance (and revenge) will be theirs. By book's end we are reminded of many, many things,

not the least of which is by how much the world has changed since September Eleven.This

novel is essentially about Hawk. We learn more about the great unknown Man than we ever

have and we are reminded, too, of how alike he is to our man Spense. By book's end the

baddies have got what was coming to them and we turn the final pages in a state of joy and a

little sadness as we come to realise the tale is about to finish. I must admit to not being

completely sure how the story ended romantically for Hawk, but there was no shadow of a

doubt how it ended for Susan and Spenser.COLD SERVICE reads as if you were looking at a

jigsaw puzzle backwards. That is, you saw how it was meant to turn out, but you kept asking

yourself, "how did they do it? how on earth, did they do it?". The answer, of course, lies with

the master. It's magic. Another classically original tale featuring one of the modern day

wonders of detective fiction.  But this time with a different focus.”

Neil T, “Disappointing. I've read several of the Spenser novels and I have enjoyed most of them.

The later ones (mid 20s and higher) are not quite up to the standard as the earlier books.This

one is slow paced, has little action, and despite the build up has a rather weak ending.The

dialogue is witty but conversations are rehashed more than once.If I were not a fan I might

have been tempted to award just 3 stars.”

w armstrong, “Enjoyed this one. I thought I new roughly what was to unfold but I was pleased I

was wrong. Definitely a good Spencer story”

sharona27, “Spenser Fans Will Enjoy. Hawk is one of my favourite characters and this is an

interesting reversal on the situation Spenser is in when the Gray Man shot him. The problem

comes from the fact that Hawk is an enigma and trying to break between the surface leaves

Parker with a tricky problem. The usual cryptic dialogue and snappy story will leave you

entertained for a couple of hours.”

Lorraine, “Brill read.. This is the 28th book I've read by Robert B Parker and not one has been

a disappointment. Some are slightly better but only by half a star. Spencer and Hawk what a

team.”

The book by Robert B. Parker has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 837 people have provided feedback.
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